Topomer CoMFA: a design methodology for rapid lead optimization.
To provide an objective QSAR methodology that might accelerate lead optimization, the CoMFA and topomer technologies have been merged, with surprisingly good results. A series of input structures are each broken into two or more fragments at central acyclic single bonds, while removing any core fragment structurally common to the entire series. Standard topomer 3D models are automatically constructed for each fragment, and a set of steric and electrostatic fields ("CoMFA column") is generated for each set of topomers. Application of "topomer CoMFA" to 15 3D-QSAR analyses taken from the literature (847 structures) were all successful, with an average q(2) of 0.520 (literature average q(2) = 0.636) and an average standard deviation of true prediction (SDEP) of 0.688 (literature average SDEP = 0.553) for 133 structures. Topomer CoMFA results are particularly promising as queries into virtual libraries already composed of topomer structures, to directly seek structures having increased potency. Accordingly, in 13 of the 15 such "topomer CoMFA searches" attempted, combinations of commercially offered fragments were retrieved that were predicted to be more potent than any structure described in the original publication (average predicted potency increase = 20 x), showing in principle how optimization could occur.